Abstract. To reduce the space and cost of the control system of Mask Projection Stereolithography Apparatus (MPSLA), the control system of MPSLA based on Raspberry Pi is designed and implemented. The system with Raspberry Pi as the control core, Linux as the operation system, realizes the projection control of mask image and the motion control of platform by using Python program. When Raspberry Pi connects to the network via the Ethernet port, remote control function of the control system has been achieved for MPSLA with VNC. The control system provides MPSLA with some telecontrol function, such as Remote login, File remote transfer via FileZilla and Remote monitoring. The novel control system distinctly reduces the space and the cost of MPSLA.
Introduction
In Mask Projection Stereolithography process, photo-sensitive resin is solidified with an image mask, which irradiates on resin surface during the building process, and the image mask is produced by a dynamic pattern generator, and dynamic pattern generator is controlled by computer [1] [2] [3] . To simplify the control system of Mask Projection Stereolithography Apparatus, a new kind of control system with Raspberry Pi for Stereolithography Apparatus is proposed. Raspberry Pi computer configures GPIO (General Purpose Input Output) and HDMI port, GPIO can be applied for serial port control, and HDMI can be used to control dynamic pattern generator and display bitmaps, and it is convenient for users to control MPSLA with internet through in a variety of communication modes.
The Control System for MPSLA
Hardware of the Control System The hardware of this control system is composed of RPi [4-6], mini stepper motor driver, display device, USB ports etc. The schematic of the hardware of this control system is shown in Figure 1 . The A4988 stepper motor driver module with16-step subdividing mode is selected. The wiring diagram of the stepper motor driver connected with GPIO of RPi, stepper motor and DC power is as follow Figure 2 . The projection control of mask image is particularly important in the control system for MPSLA [7] . In the control system, the HDMI interface is used to send the information of mask image to projection equipment, and projection equipment displays and irradiates the image and on resin surface to solidify resin after the mask image is transmitted into the controller.
Raspberry Pi has 28 GPIO ports which can be used as I/O ports of C51 MCU, and Raspberry Pi control stepper motor driver module A4988 with GPIO. When the Enable port, DIR port, and STEP port of driver are suitably set by Raspberry Pi through GPIO, the platform moves in accordance with required manner.
The Flow Chart Diagram of the Control System
The software system of MPSLA consists of data processing software and building monitoring software. Data processing software is mainly used to implement the process from slicing 3D solid modeling, connecting contour points in sequence, filling the profile section to generate two-dimensional cross section view. The MPSLA adopts independent data processing software of Xi'an Polytechnic University. The monitoring software is mainly used to control the lifting motion of platform and the projection of mask image. Because the main function of control system with RPi as the core is to monitor the process of prototyping, this part will mainly focus on the design of monitoring software. Figure 3 . shows the workflow of the monitoring software for MPSLA. The specific process is as follows. Firstly, parameters such as exposure time, layer thickness, the lifting velocity of platform are set. Then, the platform moves down to working surface while an image is generated.
Subsequently, the mask image is projected onto to resin surface, and photosensitive resin is solidified selectively. After the first layer is solidified completely, the platform moves down and let the building object into resin, and then the platform rises to the work position. At the same time, the projector displays mask image and projects the mask image onto the resin surface. Repeat the previous process until the last layer is solidified. Raspberry Pi runs with Linux OS supporting Python programming language [8] . The software system of MPSLA is written with Python programming language which is a widely used high-level, general-purpose, interpreted, dynamic programming language.
Projection control of mask image is performed with Python Imaging Library in Python programming language. Python Imaging Library (abbreviated as PIL) is a free library that supports for opening, manipulating, and saving image file in different formats.
Telecontrol Function of the Control System
The control system provides MPSLA with some telecontrol function, such as Remote login, File remote transfer via FileZilla and Remote monitoring [9] . Virtual Network Computing (VNC) is telecontrol software with the Remote Frame Buffer protocol (RFB). Raspberry Pi can connect to the network via the Ethernet port or a USB Wi-Fi module, so remote control can be achieved for MPSLA when Raspberry Pi as control center with VNC.
Remote Login
When input login instruction as follows in terminal window of Raspberry Pi:
pi@raspberrypi: ~$ sudo apt-get install tightvncserver Raspberry Pi can remote login from PC Client, and MPSLA can be controlled via remote login on the LAN, even without display device connected with Raspberry Pi.
File Transfer Via Filezilla
FileZilla is cross-platform FTP application software, it consist of FileZilla Client and FileZilla Server. When FileZilla Server is installed in Raspberry Pi, every user with FileZilla Client installed in the same LAN can upload, download, copy, delete file from Raspberry Pi, and so on. With Raspberry Pi as control center, the mask images and Python programs can be transferred remotely from FileZilla Client in PC to FileZilla Server of Raspberry Pi.
Remote Monitoring
When camera installed via Camera interface in Raspberry Pi, the picture captured can be uploaded to the network through the IoT Cloud Service of Yeelink, realizing the real-time monitoring to MPSLA [10] .
After registering on the yeelink.net, Raspberry Pi as image sensor is added to the personal sensor devices. When input the network address of image sensor on any Web browser, the fabricating process of MPSLA can be monitored remotely, and the monitor screen is updated per minute.
Conclusions
To reduce the space and cost of the control system of Mask Projection Stereolithography Apparatus (MPSLA), the control system of MPSLA based on Raspberry Pi is designed and implemented. The system with Raspberry Pi as the control core, Linux as the operation system, realizes the projection control of mask image and the lifting motion control of platform by using Python program. When Raspberry Pi connects to the network via the Ethernet port or a USB Wi-Fi module, remote control function of the control system has been achieved for MPSLA when Raspberry Pi as control center with VNC. The control system provides MPSLA with some telecontrol function, such as Remote login, File remote transfer via FileZilla and Remote monitoring. The novel control system distinctly reduces the space and the cost of MPSLA.
